WrightGrip is the unique innovation featured on Wright’s open-end and combination wrenches. The higher-strength, anti-slip design delivers more torque while increasing tool life. The improvements make loosening and tightening fasteners easier and more efficient.

The back end of the wrench opening is slightly enlarged. The additional metal in this high-stress area helps stiffen the wrench jaws, thus decreasing the chance of their spreading under heavy loads. The modified U-shaped feature on the back end further reduces stress and improves performance.

WrightGrip also incorporates strategically placed teeth on the insides of the wrench’s two jaws, allowing for better seating and a tighter grip of the wrench on the fastener. One fastener corner locks into the groove to increase torque and prevent slippage under load.

When compared with other manufacturers’ high-quality wrenches, the improvement in strength is as high as 80%. Not only does WrightGrip save wear and tear on the wrenches and fasteners, but it also helps spare your knuckles from getting scraped.

Contact Wright Tool at 800.321.2902. www.wrighttool.com
Since 1927, Wright Tool has been manufacturing high-quality hand tools for professionals. The use of Wright Alloy™ steel, precision heat treating and advanced manufacturing techniques have resulted in products known for long life, durability and toughness.

Today, we manufacture a complete line of more than 4,000 professional-grade hand tools for the industrial, contractor, and MRO markets. All Wright-manufactured products are made in the United States and carry lifetime guarantees against defects in workmanship. Wright Tool is environmentally responsible providing eco-friendly processes such as our state-of-the-art in-house waste treatment facility.

We continually strive to make our products and processes even better. From the products themselves to our customer service and delivery, everything we do is evident in our mantra — “Perfecting Performance.”

WRENCHES
Wright wrenches are ideal for applications ranging from standard nuts and bolts to aerospace fasteners. Our selection includes open-end, box, combination, adjustable and striking wrenches.

Sockets, Ratchets and Attachments
All Wright sockets feature the patented Wright Drive® for more torque and less fastener damage. We offer double-pawl and flex-head ratchets, as well as attachments ranging from extensions and spinners to universals and flex handles.

Impact Sockets
Our impact sockets are built stronger and tougher to withstand repeated loads from impact guns. They also feature a black finish to eliminate chipping.

Torque Products
Designed for precision tightening in crucial applications, Wright torque wrenches are available in three styles: micro adjustable, dial and electronic. Other torque products include torque screwdrivers, torque multipliers and a torque tester.

Industries Served
• Refinery
• Wind Turbine
• Oil Field/Derrick
• Mining
• Power Generation
• Steel Mill
• Power Delivery/Lines
• Bridge Building
• Structural/Iron Construction
• Road Building/Excavation

To order or for more information, contact Wright Tool at 800.321.2902. www.wrighttool.com.